Forum:Pheromone Reviews - Real People - Real Reviews Real Pheromones
Thread: Grail of Affection - not just a boy toy...
NuTrix - May 7, 2015, 1:20 pm

I purchased GoA after John replied to let me know there wasn't anything in there that I needed to
be concerned about if I wanted to trail it. My interest is mainly on how it will effect women but if it
works out that it's a positive influence on my SO too, then more power to it!
GoA arrived sometime Sat. Didn't get it until late that night. I tested Sun and Monday.
Sun:
Targets: Man Beast and general public
MB was unusually sweet and thoughtful and laid back.
When we arrived at one of our destinations, while we were standing in line to purchase tickets a
woman picked me out of the line up and asked if I wanted a free ticket - she didn't want to sell it to
me, her group had gotten 1 that they didn't think would be used and just wanted to give it to me
THAT was very nice indeed! there were dozens of other people around so why me? Who knows ^_~
I think it had a calming effect on MB because the normal little things that usually irk him (like the
human race in general) didn't bother him like on most occasions. He was just in the moment
enjoying his surroundings.
It was an all around good day and it continued even after we were home. We just had a very
happy/friendly day for of cuddles and sweetness. He was unusually "fascinated" by me - my eyes,
my face, my smile - I wasn't expecting this to effect him as strongly as it did, as I thought it was
going to be mainly something I would wear for the ladies, but this is a great start!
Selfies: Happy, not giddy, kind of laid back feeling and reciprocal to affection sent my way.
Mon:
Targets: Random co-workers
OMG. This is where I got to see the effect on the ladies. I have a playmate at work and when we
see each other it always brightens our day. When I saw her Mon and went for my usual hugs n
snuggles I got a kiss on the lips followed by lots of butterfly kisses - something we've not done AT
work before When I was in another department another woman I see often was immediately in
conversation mode when she saw me. Just wanted to chat me up, very focused on me - she was
sitting and turned her entire chair toward me to fully engage me - and I know she was busy and had
things that need to get done, but they were all put on temporary hold just to chat with me
Even my work BFF was really into me.
The guys in my dept. were their normal sweet friendly selves the supervisor above me even spent
time chatting me up. Seemed very keen to know how I was doing, work and home, and "how are
things?"
Selfies: Same as above
The odd thing that I did not expect was how quickly this seemed to effect people. Some blends hit
almost instantly for really receptive people, this seems to be one of those.
Other product honorable mentions:
What a HUGE bottle! This will last FOREVER at a handful of drops a wear

It isn't a stinky product. I got it unscented and it is barely perceptible to me during dry down. I can
smell it, but it's not a "stinker". I will likely scent it lightly with a layerable fragrance like Pure Sugar,
but it doesn't really need anything - probably not even a cover if you wanted to go au naturel...
I was sent a sample of Eileah, which leaked a bit but was not terribly stinky either, lol, haven't tested
that yet - thank you John!
I'm thinking I will wear this again today. There is a female target I want to trial it out on just to see
how it effects her specifically. She's not a romantic interest, just want to see how it behaves on
someone who is only beginning to get to know me.
So far - over all - so good
More to come....
ETA - almost forgot an important bit of info - 3 drops was the dose I used for each day.
Snoopyace - May 7, 2015, 2:13 pm

That is FANTASTIC! I'm glad it seems to be working as well for you as it has for a few of us guys
who've tried it. It would appear that John has created a home run unisex product. Every time I wear
this, I am amazed at how quickly it affects people. At first I thought it was my imagination but it is
great to see that confirmed. Sounds like you are going to have some fun times with this one. Oh
and be mindful, this stuff can create stalkers- I've had women now following me around and
contacting me behind my bride's back after they were exposed to GOA.
Happy Hunting!
NuTrix - May 8, 2015, 1:42 pm

Yes! I thought I was imagining how quickly it hit too - the excitement of trying out a new product - did
that really just happen? Would they have done that any other time? Of course the answer is always
- Yes, maybe they would have...but you get to knowing when you have that extra something to give
that little "push" in your direction It does seem to lower the inhibition level and I can see THIS has
incredible potential. Even the straight girls love me
05/07
3 drops, inside elbows - covered with the scent of freshly baked sugar cookies with cinnamon and
cream - who wouldn't love something so gourmand?!
Environment: Work
Targets: Random Co-workers
Curiosities - effects on men and women
WELL. The new girl actually seems start struck by me, lol.
Now, to be fair, I'm already an outgoing person who is usually happy (even when busy), I treat
people like family unless they give me a reason to do otherwise and I think that's a real draw for a lot
of people even w/o pheromones. I know my stuff and I do a good job and it shows. People aren't
often drawn to slackers and pretenders so I already have some good things going for me beside
pheromones.
Specific target - new trainee - totally straight to my knowledge:
Now the new girl is usually out going and straight forward, she's a good bit older than me, and I also
believe, more experienced in this field than what I am due to the number of years she's been
working at other companies. In spite of the generational thing, she thinks I'm "a peach", Hahaha!
Maybe I shouldn't have GoA'd her because she seemed very much in awe of me. Yesterday went
very well though, she was incredibly intent on our training and on doing well and taking notes. At the

end of the night she kept thanking me and praising me as a person and a trainer. GoA took it over
the top a bit I'm sure.
Randoms:
2 night shift girls - both straight - were all giggles and compliments when they came in. The younger
(early 20s) I swear gave me moon eyes half a dozen times and smiled HUGELY whenever we
engaged in conversation that required eye contact, the other (50s something?) was just plain giddy,
lol.
2 ladies in a completely different department - 1 I see often, the other was new, both in their
40s-50s? - I am SO bad with age...the new one was hit right away - hovering near me and staring at
me wide eyed. I almost feel bad wearing this at work...almost...
Male co-workers - seemed, hmm, sweeter? softer? thoughtful? It's not that they aren't these things
normally but it just seemed like if I needed something, they either jumped right on the task or they
were being pro-active by coming to me to see what needed to be done without my asking.
Tbh, I was mostly paying attention to what female reactions were and will have to pay better
attention to the guys next time. There is 1 I'm curious about who is usually reserved and I'm curious
- with how quickly GoA seems to hit - if this will draw him out of his shell??? But our time is limited
as he works on the shift following mine.
I did have one male co-worker on a different shift go sweet on me so I will need to be careful with
THAT one. Don't know if I can blame GoA for that though - I don't want too many stalkers! Thanks
for the heads up Snoopyace ^_~
I wish I had more opportunity to test nights out, but our work schedule is loaded and I may not see
that opportunity for a while as I work nights. My poor unsuspecting co-workers will have to do for
now
Snoopyace - May 8, 2015, 1:55 pm

Glad you are having as much fun with this as the rest of us are. And you answered a question I'd
asked in your journal. The hits are super fast for this!
Cornfed - May 8, 2015, 4:35 pm

The more I read about this, the more I can't wait to have it! I swear, I'm going to wear out their
servers with how often I check my order status.
JaGenau - May 8, 2015, 4:37 pm

Great reporting NuTrix. Reminds me I have to make a GOA report myself.
I'm glad you are also seeing what us guys are seeing from GOA. The hits are fast and obvious. The
self effects are amazing. I love GOA. I'd guess that there is p83 (whatever p83 is) in GOA due to the
dis-inhibiting thing too. I also get a bit of sex talk too, which seemed to be a staple of p83.
NuTrix - May 10, 2015, 11:54 am

Hmm...
Selfies - just me being me:
This is interesting to me because I don't get anything terribly blatant buuuut...I do get the elevation
in mood. Nothing jittery or crazy, just happy. I have noticed more empathetic behaviors in myself.
More likely to go out of my own way to do a little something extra for someone as a nice surprise don't we need more of that in the world? I also have a love of most things sexually suggestive and
when I'm enjoying certain artist's music I feel very slinking and have had my naughty imaginings run
away with me at times...but that's not terribly out of the norm. I become "miss social butterfly" out
and about with friends, family and co-workers and have been more likely to initiate interactions with
all of the afore mentioned.

Work - behavior I've noticed on the job:
I notice when things get hectic at work (happens often) that, even though I keep an even keel, I am
more quick to catch the tension early on and let it go. It's often a high paced, reactive environment
and you have to be quick, decisive and forward thinking to how what you're doing now will impact
things down the road - if your head isn't level, a knee jerk reaction could lead to errors or
investigations. This product doesn't "chill" me out, but when things have gotten intense I just noticed
I - what? - compartmentalize? - a bit more quickly. An unusual but beneficial effect for sure!
I'm always looking for products that are versatile for work and play as I spend a great deal of time
doing both
I've got a lot of big changes going on in my personal life right now too that are making things
particularly interesting. Very curious little product with LOTS of potential...let's see how far down the
rabbit hole goes...
BeautifulEnigma - May 12, 2015, 5:09 pm

Hi Nutrix,
What scent did you get for GOA? How are you liking the scent?
NuTrix - May 13, 2015, 3:11 am

(05-12-2015 12:09 PM)BeautifulEnigma Wrote: &nbsp;Hi Nutrix,
What scent did you get for GOA? How are you liking the scent?
Hi Beautiful!
I got the unscented. It has a barely there scent of mones while wet and dries down to next to
nothing. VERY easy to cover and I haven't had any bleed through with anything I've used to cover
over time.

BeautifulEnigma - May 13, 2015, 4:27 pm

(05-12-2015 10:11 PM)NuTrix Wrote: &nbsp;Hi Beautiful!
I got the unscented. It has a barely there scent of mones while wet and dries down to next to
nothing. VERY easy to cover and I haven't had any bleed through with anything I've used to cover
over time.

Great! Grazie!
BeautifulEnigma - May 13, 2015, 4:32 pm

(05-12-2015 10:11 PM)NuTrix Wrote: &nbsp;Hi Beautiful!
I got the unscented. It has a barely there scent of mones while wet and dries down to next to
nothing. VERY easy to cover and I haven't had any bleed through with anything I've used to cover
over time.

Oh! Also, I couldn't find anything regarding credit card and shipping discretion on their site. I'm wary
of having "Pheromone Treaures" showing on the package and my cc bill since my mail goes to my

parents' place and my mom sometimes opens them. Lol. What shows on the cc bill and packaging?
mark-in-dallas - May 13, 2015, 5:47 pm

(05-13-2015 11:32 AM)BeautifulEnigma Wrote: &nbsp;What shows on the cc bill and packaging?
It says in great big bold print: Sex Pheromones to Seduce and Manipulate Others into Sex Slavery.

bonadzz - May 13, 2015, 5:56 pm

(05-13-2015 12:47 PM)mark-in-dallas Wrote: &nbsp;It says in great big bold print: Sex
Pheromones to Seduce and Manipulate Others into Sex Slavery.
Lol funny funny.
But in all seriousness, every order is shipped discretely, there is no mention of pheromones or
anything on the outside of the package. The senders name is "PT" and the transaction on your cc
statement will be from "P. Treas"
-John
moneranger - May 13, 2015, 6:10 pm

Yeah, normaly its shown as *companyname - number of order - companylocation*
Pheromonetreasure is like *PHERO TREAS 402935xxx SG*
bonadzz - May 13, 2015, 6:22 pm

(05-13-2015 1:10 PM)moneranger Wrote: &nbsp;Yeah, normaly its shown as *companyname number of order - companylocation*
Pheromonetreasure is like *PHERO TREAS 402935xxx SG*
"phero treas" is the old format I used, I've updated it since then to say "P. Treas" instead.
BeautifulEnigma - May 13, 2015, 8:53 pm

(05-13-2015 12:47 PM)mark-in-dallas Wrote: &nbsp;It says in great big bold print: Sex
Pheromones to Seduce and Manipulate Others into Sex Slavery.
LMAO I'm at a coffee shop and I open the thread and theres the "SEX PHEROMONES TO
SEDUCE AND MANIPULATE OTHER INTO SEX SLAVERY" in bold and large font
hahahahhahahahhaha OMG i had to tilt my laptop slightly facing the wall!!! hahahaha Thanks guys!
mark-in-dallas - May 13, 2015, 9:05 pm

(05-13-2015 3:53 PM)BeautifulEnigma Wrote: &nbsp;LMAO I'm at a coffee shop and I open the
thread and theres the "SEX PHEROMONES TO SEDUCE AND MANIPULATE OTHER INTO SEX
SLAVERY" in bold and large font hahahahhahahahhaha OMG i had to tilt my laptop slightly facing
the wall!!! hahahaha Thanks guys!
Just be glad you didn't have text to voice synthesis software on your laptop!
Cornfed - May 13, 2015, 10:06 pm

I paid through Paypal with my bank debit card and it shows up as "Withdrawal @ PAYPAL *P. TRE
2211 North First S San Jose CAUS"... As in, everything PayPal shows up with their San Jose
address on the end.
Vinzanity - May 14, 2015, 4:46 pm

(05-13-2015 5:06 PM)Cornfed Wrote: &nbsp;I paid through Paypal with my bank debit card and it
shows up as "Withdrawal @ PAYPAL *P. TRE 2211 North First S San Jose CAUS"... As in,
everything PayPal shows up with their San Jose address on the end.
do you live in the bay?

Cornfed - May 14, 2015, 5:48 pm

(05-14-2015 11:46 AM)Vinzanity Wrote: &nbsp;do you live in the bay?
No, I'm in Nebraska, Paypal is located in San Jose, so everything I purchase with Paypal has that
address tacked onto it.
mark-in-dallas - May 14, 2015, 6:20 pm

(05-14-2015 11:46 AM)Vinzanity Wrote: &nbsp;do you live in the bay?
I do, and the swim to the shore is a real bitch!
Cornfed - May 14, 2015, 7:16 pm

(05-14-2015 1:20 PM)mark-in-dallas Wrote: &nbsp;I do, and the swim to the shore is a real bitch!
The daily commute?

NuTrix - May 15, 2015, 1:50 pm

^^^^
I pay through PayPal too.
I'm glad others answered because for the life of me I couldn't re-call! I was thinking I'd have to look
up my statement, but the packaging is long gone...Though I couldn't remember anything about it that
would have stood out or that screamed PHEROMONES.
halo0073 - May 15, 2015, 2:33 pm

Oh my. Something new I might need to test! Thanks for the reviews.
heey85 - May 15, 2015, 3:06 pm

Waiting for mine, it should be here today...asked for a sample of Captain.. also so I ordered Voodoo
from lal.. and I got a few stickers also... its kid of odd... as much as I want to place those stickers.. I
cannot. reveal this secret.. my wife think i tried mones longg back in 2012.. Bahahaha she knows
nothing... Wednesday I had gotten my Core and imprint... and a sample I ordered from ebay of
creed aventus... she wouldn't stop sniffing me...
Snoopyace - May 15, 2015, 4:05 pm

(05-15-2015 9:33 AM)halo0073 Wrote: &nbsp;Oh my. Something new I might need to test! Thanks
for the reviews.
I think you'll like it. *nudge nudge* Hehehehe
halo0073 - May 15, 2015, 9:33 pm

NuTrix how do you feel Grail differs from Perfect Match?
NuTrix - May 18, 2015, 2:06 pm

(05-15-2015 4:33 PM)halo0073 Wrote: &nbsp;NuTrix how do you feel Grail differs from Perfect
Match?
Why, I'm glad you ask! This comparison is one of the reasons I scooped up GoA...
Without knowing what's in it for sure, I would take a stab and say 2 things I notice are that
- it's less soul-bonding type intimate, maybe GoA has less b-nol and/or less androstadienone?
- it hits that "falling for you" harder than PM
PM is anywhere, everyday really natural feeling "comfortable" where GoA is that but in a negligee
PM is, more, calm? Chill? Relaxed? Maybe GoA has a generous portion of DHEA, DHEAS or preg

even? Something really brings out the moon eyes and fawning. A-nol is a given, but in what ratio?
Idk.
In close quarters, it's been the difference between cuddling (PM) and heavy petting (GoA)...You can
really lead up to all of these things with PM, it just seems to be that GoA gets you there faster.
It hits very quickly, so much so in fact that I thought I was imagining it until I'd worn it quite a
number of times to be certain.
I haven't combined it with anything except the addition of a fragrance and cops and I've been
reaching for it an awful lot since I received it
I wear the PM in spray mainly and GoA came in oil and I haven't made any into a spray and even
though it's in oil it hits very fast. Not that PM is soooo slow, lol, I give it 10-15 minutes of contact to
see notable changes. GoA is just about instantaneous, VERY curious...
Both make me feel more empathetic of others while wearing them. I'm effected more personally by
the b-nol and androstadienone in PM in that I'm calmer and more likely to indulge in heart to heart
convos with others. I think PM is great for interviewing people for this reason...gets them to open up
and spill more info.
Not that GoA is manic in an way, but PM is calmer to me. I actually WANTED GoA because I was
interested in the "PM like" qualities. For home, PM is deeper and closer for me and my guy, brings
out the heart to hearts and "real" conversations and closeness. For something a little lighter and fun
GoA is the one I grab for now. It actually makes a better social solo just because it keeps things
lighter, though a bit of Topper will do that for PM too.
Hope this helps
heey85 - May 19, 2015, 8:15 pm

(05-18-2015 9:06 AM)NuTrix Wrote: &nbsp; Something really brings out the moon eyes and
fawning.
I know what you mean! I finally saw it happen.. un freaking realistic,
2spray core 2 drops A314 and one drop GOA...
Tomorrow someone give me a good combo ish for tomorrow(see my Sig of my collections, a combo
from those) ... (corporate env.. )
moe - May 19, 2015, 9:23 pm

(05-19-2015 3:15 PM)heey85 Wrote: &nbsp;I know what you mean! I finally saw it happen.. un
freaking realistic,
2spray core 2 drops A314 and one drop GOA...
Tomorrow someone give me a good combo ish for tomorrow(see my Sig of my collections, a combo
from those) ... (corporate env.. )
I thought you were going to do proper testing... and here you are doing 3 products combos and
asking for some combos suggestion...
(05-17-2015 12:18 PM)heey85 Wrote: &nbsp;after this much money dumped into it I'll be doing my
best to single test each

M.
heey85 - May 20, 2015, 6:13 pm

(05-19-2015 4:23 PM)moe Wrote: &nbsp;I thought you were going to do proper testing... and here
you are doing 3 products combos and asking for some combos suggestion...
(05-17-2015 12:18 PM)heey85 Wrote: &nbsp;after this much money dumped into it I'll be doing my
best to single test each
M.
damnit.. ( its hard to do proper testing.. I am too impatient sometimes.. my ADHD kicks in very
quick... like if i try product A and feel like if get a opportunity where product B might work also.. and
suddenly i got a spray of product C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z on me...
at least today I've wore 1.5 to 2 drops of voodoo only.. so I'm getting there...
lol nice catch tho..
NuTrix - May 21, 2015, 1:24 pm

Heey85 - It's hard to rein it in when you get good products - but try! It's incredibly more rewarding
when you have a really good understanding for how a product works for YOU on it's own first God
bless ADHD - we've ALL cheated and gotten ahead of ourselves - at least starting out. It's so
exciting it's damn near impossible not to. But listen to the guys and your patience WILL be
rewarded.
--------------------------------------------------Was pushing paper around last night with a group of women I don't usually get to spend a lot of
time with - mid 20s and a 40 something.
3 drops GoA, inner elbows and between boobs - and I had already had it on for a good 6 hours so
maybe the shine was just me? I will say GoA though because it's oil based and has lasted through
my entire shift and then some before...
The white girl, 20s, was hit instantly big moon eyes, giggling and smiles - damn she's a lil' cutie.
The Puerto Rican girl, also 20s, is always more reserved and shy and always speaks softly, when
she laughs she's very girly and hides her head a little. She's getting re-assigned and won't be
working with our company after today. When I gave her a hug good bye she completely surprised
me by the hug I was retuned just because she is usually so reserved and quiet. The 40 something,
also white, was almost silly happy - too much caffeine? We actually got quite a good bit done, but
there was a lot of laughing and playfulness going on too...happy workers....
GoA is becoming a staple - glad it comes in such a big bottle...
AMERICAN DREAM - May 27, 2015, 11:42 pm

Hello nutrix...i honor your post an threads ad much as I do snoop's....but your title..not just a boy
toy...hmm...from reading your reports you have proven that it is just that..a boy toy worn by a
woman..it is with out a doubt lady attractant ..not unisex..your post are strikingly similar to snoops an
many other males..A strong male love signal is what you were illuminating...and the women felt
it....so yes..its a bondifide at heart boy toy...ps..your the reason I brought wanted man..love that
stuff..
NuTrix - May 29, 2015, 11:14 am

True! I suppose it depends on what you are using the "toy" for. While it works great socially, I like
that extra little something it gives for girl/girl interactions
I like LP Teddy BB for adding that warm fuzzy feeling too - another "men's blend".

GoA is pretty versatile socially and it hits F.A.S.T. - like - supah fast. I still need to get my guy to trial
this on me
I LURV WMs effect on me! Glad to know you're enjoying it too ^_~
Cornfed - May 29, 2015, 11:43 am

Sorry to jump off the GOA topic, NuTrix, but since you brought up Love Potion, how are you dosing
it? I bought a sampler pack and the stuff is so potent I barely want to use any because I smell it so
intensely for hours. I'm kinda worried that I'm using so little because the fragrance is so strong that
I'm not getting much in the way of mones at all.
NuTrix - June 1, 2015, 1:00 pm

Which are you referring to Cornfed? Well...actually, that may not much matter now that I think of it.
My guy doesn't have anything yet in Unscented.
He has everything in sprays and the norm for him is (what I call) a meager 2-3 sprays - because he
wants to smell good, not like a walking cologne factory...
Normally he'll spray 2 directly to his bare chest (and sometimes they are only half sprays) and then
one to his shirt, so the average is probably only approx. 2 full sprays most days. It has never been
ineffective even at "only" 2 sprays. So even thought the scented colognes are supposedly only 1/3
the strength of an Un, they are still VERY effective, imho
Cornfed - June 1, 2015, 3:49 pm

Have you tried any oils? I have one spray, and a handful of oils that are fragrance/mone blends.
From what you're saying though, I'm drawing the conclusion that if it smells good without being
overkill, there's a fair amount of mones present. I haven't tried any of the ones they sent me with
mones in them yet, just loving the fragrances at this point.
NuTrix - June 2, 2015, 1:28 pm

I get most things from LP in oil for myself. He prefers the sprays and is a creature of habit so change
doesn't come quickly for him and oils seem "foreign" to him and weird
If you have a dropper - 1 drop of oil = 1 spray
I like that the Pheromone Treasure oils come with the euro dropper tops. You can purchase them
on sites like amazon.com and decant your oils into them or take your chances eyeballing too.
halo0073 - July 30, 2015, 8:48 am

Hey Sweets, what kind of results do you get from the men you wear this around? I know you got it
primarily to get hits from women. Any new info you could share?
NuTrix - August 28, 2015, 12:03 pm

(07-30-2015 3:48 AM)halo0073 Wrote: &nbsp;Hey Sweets, what kind of results do you get from the
men you wear this around? I know you got it primarily to get hits from women. Any new info you
could share?
Apologies for being AWOL! I've been in a fantastic flux, but it's kept me out of my regular phero
reporting routine
One of the things I like about this is that it hits quickly. I've found that if a fella is already friendly with
me, it increases the kindness and flattery they would already normally offer. There seems to be
some imprinting, guys or girls It's light as a social - I'm thinking of my comparison of PM, as the
depth of conversation stays lighter, not as deep as the PM can bring about. Friend zone kind of
thing with most guys though. Not what I would wear to get a man, but if you'd be hanging out with
male friends? Yes! Definitely! It's an easy feeling pheromone blend. I HAVE had guys stare at me

without explanation and they do afford me affectionate behavior, but nothing sexual at all - without a
little help from some added Est &amp; cops... ^_~
RoverRobb - October 23, 2016, 10:48 pm

(05-07-2015 9:13 AM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;That is FANTASTIC! I'm glad it seems to be
working as well for you as it has for a few of us guys who've tried it. It would appear that John has
created a home run unisex product. Every time I wear this, I am amazed at how quickly it affects
people. At first I thought it was my imagination but it is great to see that confirmed. Sounds like you
are going to have some fun times with this one. Oh and be mindful, this stuff can create stalkersI've had women now following me around and contacting me behind my bride's back after they were
exposed to GOA.
Happy Hunting!
Hey! I understand you posted this awhile back. But I do have questions for you. Who are those
women stalkers you were getting? Did you know these women? Were they random women? If they
were random, how did you meet them?
I wouldn't mind having stalkers. In fact, I love stalkers. The more I have stalkers, the happier I am. I
very much welcome women stalkers.
I used to get stalkers in my early and mid 20s. Now that I'm not active in workforce and not so
active in college environment, I'm not getting any stalkers.
Thanks in advanced.
Snoopyace - October 24, 2016, 12:07 am

(10-23-2016 5:48 PM)RoverRobb Wrote: &nbsp;Hey! I understand you posted this awhile back. But
I do have questions for you. Who are those women stalkers you were getting? Did you know these
women? Were they random women? If they were random, how did you meet them?
I wouldn't mind having stalkers. In fact, I love stalkers. The more I have stalkers, the happier I am. I
very much welcome women stalkers.
I used to get stalkers in my early and mid 20s. Now that I'm not active in workforce and not so
active in college environment, I'm not getting any stalkers.
Thanks in advanced.
My short answer- both. I have to be very careful when I wear GOA around my bride's friends
because they are all very smitten with me. To the point that a few started texting me directly instead
of my bride and when we'd all go out in groups, I had all of them hanging on me. My bride actually
was getting jealous.
The women I didn't know before I meet at various workshops I attend or even at the store. I'm also
a very social guy so that does help.
dabu11et - October 24, 2016, 3:31 am

Which scent is best to get in for causal?
Spider-mone - October 24, 2016, 3:42 am

(10-23-2016 10:31 PM)dabu11et Wrote: &nbsp;Which scent is best to get in for causal?
i have it in ADG. very safe and inoffensive
RoverRobb - October 24, 2016, 11:51 pm

Yep, I'm for sure buying GOA. I want random women to open me up with romantic interest and stalk
me all they want. Plus, PT seems like a legit company with easy to use products and descriptions.
Dblr619 - October 25, 2016, 4:24 am

(10-23-2016 10:42 PM)Spider-mone Wrote: &nbsp;i have it in ADG. very safe and inoffensive
But........being dangerous and offensive gets me A LOT of fine bitches
Snoopyace - October 25, 2016, 2:10 pm

Put on 2 drops of this earlier in the AM today because my bride is off work and she's on the last two
weeks of her cycle. I forgot that we'd both booked chiropractic appointments this morning with our
female chiropractor/acupuncturist. This could be interesting.
whydoievenbother - October 25, 2016, 6:49 pm

(05-07-2015 9:13 AM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;That is FANTASTIC! I'm glad it seems to be
working as well for you as it has for a few of us guys who've tried it. It would appear that John has
created a home run unisex product. Every time I wear this, I am amazed at how quickly it affects
people. At first I thought it was my imagination but it is great to see that confirmed. Sounds like you
are going to have some fun times with this one. Oh and be mindful, this stuff can create stalkersI've had women now following me around and contacting me behind my bride's back after they were
exposed to GOA.
Happy Hunting!
Was this GOA solo or with another product? I'm assuming you were wearing AT or something
alongside GOA to get that reaction.
Snoopyace - October 25, 2016, 7:23 pm

(10-25-2016 1:49 PM)whydoievenbother Wrote: &nbsp;Was this GOA solo or with another product?
I'm assuming you were wearing AT or something alongside GOA to get that reaction.
Nope. Just straight GOA. It has always created stalkers for me.
BarefootOxford - October 26, 2016, 6:34 pm

(10-25-2016 9:10 AM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;Put on 2 drops of this earlier in the AM today
because my bride is off work and she's on the last two weeks of her cycle. I forgot that we'd both
booked chiropractic appointments this morning with our female chiropractor/acupuncturist. This
could be interesting.
Don't leave us hangin', Snoop.
Snoopyace - October 26, 2016, 7:07 pm

(10-26-2016 1:34 PM)BarefootOxford Wrote: &nbsp;Don't leave us hangin', Snoop.
I wanted to come back and report but this was the first chance I had. I love days when the phero
stars just line up. I get acupuncture as well as an adjustment while I'm there. People can say what
they want about acupuncture and chiropractors being pseudoscience but for me the proof is in the
validation. I feel like a &#36;100 when I leave there. Oh, and my insurance covers both
procedures.
So anyhow, I was right. The chiropractor is an extremely fit suicide blond (dyed by her own hand)
who is 43, fair skinned Caucasian woman who is normally more businesslike in her demeanor. She
has a VERY busy practice so doesn't have time for small talk that isn't related to why you are there
to see her. My bride goes to this woman as well and we and others have observed this behavior
from her when she's working.
GOA hits very quickly in my experience and I could see the Doc's eyes dilate when she hit my
phero cloud. No exaggeration. I see this a lot with GOA. She immediately starts asking how I'm

doing, how my bride is and how things are between us. Out of the ordinary. Normally, I take my
shirt off and lay down on a massage table, face down and she starts turning me into a human pin
cushion. Yesterday, she says, "let's get down to business big fella!" She then grabbed my shirt and
took it off me. Then realized what she did and said. She immediately turned BRIGHT red in a way
that only those of us who are extremely pale can.
I was kind of shocked but made sure she understood it didn't bother me. She kept apologizing and
saying how she's always just felt very comfortable around me and for some reason my pheromones
were really making her feel comfortable and happy around me. (I didn't say a WORD about wearing
artificial pheromones and she just chalked it up to my natural scent). Then she's fanning herself and
asking me in a joking way if it was hot in there.
After we spent about 10 extra minutes laughing about the situation and she regained her
composure, she poked me up and down and left the room for 20 minutes while the needles did their
thing. When she came back in, I noticed she was a bit more touchy when she was removing the
needles. After she'd gotten them all (I had 110 in me yesterday) she rubbed my back for a second
to make sure that my skin wasn't irritated from all the punctures. At least that is what she said. She
beelined for the door and I got dressed and headed for the reception area. I am not a fan of the
receptionist for this Dr. I feel that she's normally condescending and about as intelligent as a toaster
oven. Today, she was extra nice and oh so cheerful with me. She was also very talkative even if
the conversation was about the weather and the World Series that started last night. Also not
ordinary.
I'm honestly hoping I didn't make things too awkward with my Chiro because she's very good at
what she does and to be honest, she's really easy on the eyes.
dabu11et - October 27, 2016, 3:10 pm

Ok, so I went with the unscented version. Can I use any cover scent? Do I have to use a oil base
cologne? I want to use it with armani code or crush which are alcohol bases. Any tips on how to
apply?
Dblr619 - October 29, 2016, 2:09 am

(10-27-2016 10:10 AM)dabu11et Wrote: &nbsp;Ok, so I went with the unscented version. Can I
use any cover scent? Do I have to use a oil base cologne? I want to use it with armani code or
crush which are alcohol bases. Any tips on how to apply? Use whatever you like
DssMaster - October 29, 2016, 3:13 am

(10-26-2016 2:07 PM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;I wanted to come back and report but this was the
first chance I had. I love days when the phero stars just line up. I get acupuncture as well as an
adjustment while I'm there. People can say what they want about acupuncture and chiropractors
being pseudoscience but for me the proof is in the validation. I feel like a &#36;100 when I leave
there. Oh, and my insurance covers both procedures. I gotta agree with you on that Snoopy, I do
get (chiropractic) treatments, although not as much as I used to. But one thing is for sure, when I
walk out of that office I seem to be floating on cloud nine after getting an adjustment...it is that good.
I'm liking these reports on GOA, having a hard time deciding whether to get a bottle of A-1 or GOA,
since I can only get one product at the moment.
Anyone with any PT products in either Drakkar or Musk Cybilla scent? I'm wondering if it's the
Drakkar Noir that it's replicating. Would like to know what Musk Cybilla smells like too, perhaps
someone that has it can compare it to a commercial scent if that helps.
Dblr619 - October 29, 2016, 9:11 pm

(10-28-2016 10:13 PM)DssMaster Wrote: &nbsp;I gotta agree with you on that Snoopy, I do get

(chiropractic) treatments, although not as much as I used to. But one thing is for sure, when I walk
out of that office I seem to be floating on cloud nine after getting an adjustment...it is that good.
I'm liking these reports on GOA, having a hard time deciding whether to get a bottle of A-1 or GOA,
since I can only get one product at the moment.
Anyone with any PT products in either Drakkar or Musk Cybilla scent? I'm wondering if it's the
Drakkar Noir that it's replicating. Would like to know what Musk Cybilla smells like too, perhaps
someone that has it can compare it to a commercial scent if that helps. Almost everything I get from
him is Drakkar and yes that's what he's trying to replicate.
It's not dead on and the cover doesn't last too long but it's ok.
I like to spray my Drakkar first, let it dry, then apply the mones (Drakkar scented) over that.
Works good for ME....
Dblr619 - October 29, 2016, 9:15 pm

(10-27-2016 10:10 AM)dabu11et Wrote: &nbsp;Ok, so I went with the unscented version. Can I
use any cover scent? Do I have to use a oil base cologne? I want to use it with armani code or
crush which are alcohol bases. Any tips on how to apply? Yes, use whatever scent you like.
Some here apply cover scent, let it dry, then apply mones over the cover area.
Some do as above but apply mones near cover app points.
dabu11et - November 19, 2016, 5:37 pm

Been using GOA and NA combo. So far been getting looks from women. Was at the doctor office
and the receptionist was smiling and going that extra mile to help me.
Snoopyace - November 19, 2016, 5:46 pm

(11-19-2016 12:37 PM)dabu11et Wrote: &nbsp;Been using GOA and NA combo. So far been
getting looks from women. Was at the doctor office and the receptionist was smiling and going that
extra mile to help me.
Sounds like it is time to start escalating. If you see any of these women that strike your fancy, why
not strike up a conversation?
Dblr619 - November 19, 2016, 5:52 pm

(11-19-2016 12:37 PM)dabu11et Wrote: &nbsp;Been using GOA and NA combo. So far been
getting looks from women. Was at the doctor office and the receptionist was smiling and going that
extra mile to help me. That's cool d11.
Understand though that both of these mixes are like a special forces squad, straight ninja shit...
They completely avoid/bypass women's defenses instead of smashing them like AV/BW/etc...
The hits you SEE are the tip of the iceberg with these two, ESPECIALLY combo'd.
Snoop hit the nail right on the head!
JJ54 - November 19, 2016, 7:07 pm

I'm going to recommend something that I have used recently. But be forewarned, this is geared
towards relationships or moving things towards a relationship. So used at your own peril lol.
1. Find a specific target and spend a significant amount of time with her.
2. Keep using the NA/GOA combo around her.
3. Play the 36 Questions game with her.
You can thank me later lol.
Dblr619 - November 19, 2016, 7:14 pm

(11-19-2016 2:07 PM)JJ54 Wrote: &nbsp;I'm going to recommend something that I have used
recently. But be forewarned, this is geared towards relationships or moving things towards a
relationship. So used at your own peril lol.
1. Find a specific target and spend a significant amount of time with her.
2. Keep using the NA/GOA combo around her.
3. Play the 36 Questions game with her.
You can thank me later lol.
Straight wisdom and understanding right there bro.
He ain't bullshitting about this possibly leading to bonding.
NEVER forget though...
Sex is up to her
Commitment/relationship is up to you.
Comparatively, your commitment is FAR more valuable than her sex.
DO NOT give it away cheaply!!!!
I have found through experience that if you do, no matter how much gold you put before
her(figuratively or literally) she will treat it as lead...
boyscout73 - May 29, 2017, 10:47 pm

Anyone sensitive notice negative effects from 2 drops? I'm not good with Androstadienone and
seem to do fine with the 1 drop. Tempted to try two just to see how hard the depression hits...
BigDickBandit420 - May 29, 2017, 11:33 pm

(05-29-2017 5:47 PM)boyscout73 Wrote: &nbsp;Anyone sensitive notice negative effects from 2
drops? I'm not good with Androstadienone and seem to do fine with the 1 drop. Tempted to try two
just to see how hard the depression hits...
I don't have GOA, am only sensitive to certain brands of Androstadienone (LAL is one of them),
and would like to hear about what happens if you try two drops.
HvyEqpDrvr - May 30, 2017, 2:41 am

Just my experience with GOA. When I first started running it, I applied behind the ears and got
splitting headaches, but no depression. Moved the app point to wrists and pressed on. I think my
body just needed to get accustom to this new product. Now I don't have any sensitivity to it when
applied behind the ears.
I've been anywhere between 1 and 5 drops at various points depending if in combo or solo. My
journal has more info, but don't give up on it due to initial headaches. Mine went away with
continued use and acclimatization.
Hope this helps.
HED
(05-29-2017 5:47 PM)boyscout73 Wrote: &nbsp;Anyone sensitive notice negative effects from 2
drops? I'm not good with Androstadienone and seem to do fine with the 1 drop. Tempted to try two
just to see how hard the depression hits...
ilap - July 8, 2017, 9:45 am

I tried GOA last night. Location: Gay/lesbian club. Results: I've got the phone number of a French
guy for a future apÃ©ro, was treated like a star by another one who was also reeeeally chatty.. aand

was told by another woman that I'm a 'very beautiful woman'.
Other things I noticed was lots of stares, smiles and women wanting to get closer. Not too bad,
considering Germans are quite reserved(my experience)and definitely not going to compliment you
every now and then! It however didn't stop my friend from taking advantage of the loud music to get
very close to me to talk into my ear. So close that her girlfriend told her that we should stop talking
and try to integrate a bit more..that just after interrupting our conversation by kissing her
passionately, a bit like to mark her territory! haha I loved it!!
GOA is definitely a lot of fun! I've been using it quite often lately. It seems to calm my boss down a
bit more: He's PMSing quite often. And it works like a charm when it comes to women. Since i've
been wearing GOA, my 'straight' female classmate seems to talk to me quite often about sex and
how she's longing for it. She even told me about her dildos.
I'm going to use it again tonight: Lesbian party. Let's see how it goes!
DrChocolate - July 8, 2017, 10:03 am

(07-08-2017 4:45 AM)ilap Wrote: &nbsp;I tried GOA last night. Location: Gay/lesbian club. Results:
I've got the phone number of a French guy for a future apÃ©ro, was treated like a star by another
one who was also reeeeally chatty.. aand was told by another woman that I'm a 'very beautiful
woman'.
Other things I noticed was lots of stares, smiles and women wanting to get closer. Not too bad,
considering Germans are quite reserved(my experience)and definitely not going to compliment you
every now and then! It however didn't stop my friend from taking advantage of the loud music to get
very close to me to talk into my ear. So close that her girlfriend told her that we should stop talking
and try to integrate a bit more..that just after interrupting our conversation by kissing her
passionately, a bit like to mark her territory! haha I loved it!!
GOA is definitely a lot of fun! I've been using it quite often lately. It seems to calm my boss down a
bit more: He's PMSing quite often. And it works like a charm when it comes to women. Since i've
been wearing GOA, my 'straight' female classmate seems to talk to me quite often about sex and
how she's longing for it. She even told me about her dildos.
I'm going to use it again tonight: Lesbian party. Let's see how it goes!

G'day Ilap. Welcome to PT.
What was ur dosage and app points if ya don't mind me asking? Thanks.
V-nice - July 8, 2017, 12:02 pm

Yeah GOA is some good stuff!
These are the text I'm getting as of YESTERDAY!...
"looking forward to hanging with you soon "
"I went for a run and felt so motivated" (she started running because of me, lol)
"U gonna make time for me soon?"
"don't forget about me"

boyscout73 - July 8, 2017, 8:04 pm

(07-08-2017 7:02 AM)V-nice Wrote: &nbsp;Yeah GOA is some good stuff!
These are the text I'm getting as of YESTERDAY!...
"looking forward to hanging with you soon "
"I went for a run and felt so motivated" (she started running because of me, lol)
"U gonna make time for me soon?"
"don't forget about me"
how many drops are you wearing? safe to assume you've been wearing GOA alone?
ilap - July 9, 2017, 9:01 am

(07-08-2017 5:03 AM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;G'day Ilap. Welcome to PT.
What was ur dosage and app points if ya don't mind me asking? Thanks.
Thank you
So, i usually do 3 drops only. 1 drop inside left elbow, then i rub it with my right wrist. Another one
inside right elbow, rub with left wrist. And third one goes at the back of the neck and slightly above
hair line applied with wrists. Any excess goes on forearms. That seems to do the trick for me ;)

UPDATE: Went to that party yesterday and didn't notice much reactions from the ladies. Maybe just
the one i met for the first time, who pulled me very close towards her to 'let the people pass'(there
was enough space). I was dancing the whole time and when she pulled me to her I was of course
rubbing against her haha She didn't seem to mind.
Big reaction from a gay guy however, who gave me his visit card and told me that i should totally
model for him.
Today, I'm thinking about combining GOA with CP Lovepotion, for a slightly more sexual touch
maybe? Not sure about what it'll do..
V-nice - July 9, 2017, 1:41 pm

(07-08-2017 3:04 PM)boyscout73 Wrote: &nbsp;how many drops are you wearing? safe to assume
you've been wearing GOA alone?
Of course! I probably wear products solo more than many on this forum. Just that when you know
what a product can do you realize it's all you really need.
2 drops.
Spider-mone - July 9, 2017, 5:55 pm

(07-09-2017 8:41 AM)V-nice Wrote: &nbsp;Of course! I probably wear products solo more than
many on this forum. Just that when you know what a product can do you realize it's all you really
need.
2 drops.
i'm the same. i rarely run combos and if i do it's usually no more than 2 products.
ducklingswan - July 19, 2017, 11:20 pm

Same here too, I rarely run combos now.
I took a few weeks off of pheromones, but now after restarting, I'm glad to see the effects are more

noticeable. They are similar to my previous experiences, but this time around, I can see the cues
easier than before.
Today, at an optometrist office, I was interacting with the male/female staff and they were more
inclined to strike up a casual conversation. Although most of the effects were immediate, it took
about another 4-5 minutes of close exposure (standing at the reception desk) to see the sudden
happiness of all the staff there. Alot of giggles and smiles not usually seen in an optometrist office.
One of the female staff leaned in my ear and whispered me her phone number.
The staff was more inclined to joke around. Now moving on to the optometrist, he was literally
talking about his family and other personal details after he finished my eye examination. GOA broke
down the walls and made it easier to communicate. Surprisingly, he gave me a bear hug. Usually,
he is very reserved.
Side note: I have been seeing this optometrist for 5+ years. However, he had new group of staff so
this was the first interaction with his staff.
Jonas - July 23, 2017, 7:57 am

(11-19-2016 2:14 PM)Dblr619 Wrote: &nbsp;NEVER forget though...
Sex is up to her
Commitment/relationship is up to you.
Comparatively, your commitment is FAR more valuable than her sex.
DO NOT give it away cheaply!!!!
I have found through experience that if you do, no matter how much gold you put before
her(figuratively or literally) she will treat it as lead...
^
This made a profound impact on me - thanks for the wisdom. I think I know what you mean by
lead/gold part but why is this the case? Is it because she needs to put effort into it in order to
appreciate it? Please elaborate.
BarefootOxford - July 23, 2017, 2:39 pm

(07-23-2017 2:57 AM)Jonas Wrote: &nbsp;^
This made a profound impact on me - thanks for the wisdom. I think I know what you mean by
lead/gold part but why is this the case? Is it because she needs to put effort into it in order to
appreciate it? Please elaborate.
There are many many deeper explanations for this, but a simple one is this:
We don't respect sluts. For men, we don't respect women who put out quickly. For women, they
don't respect men who commit easily. This is because these are demonstrations of low value.
Dblr619 - July 26, 2017, 2:58 pm

(07-23-2017 2:57 AM)Jonas Wrote: &nbsp;This made a profound impact on me - thanks for the
wisdom. I think I know what you mean by lead/gold part but why is this the case? Is it because she
needs to put effort into it in order to appreciate it? Please elaborate.
Barefoot is correct

Women appreciate NOTHING.
A guy that gives away emotion too easily is the male equivalent of a slut.
ALWAYS be the prize for her to win (make sure you rig the game).
NEVER chase a bitch......
NuTrix - September 14, 2017, 1:23 am

(07-26-2017 9:58 AM)Dblr619 Wrote: &nbsp;Barefoot is correct
Women appreciate NOTHING.
A guy that gives away emotion too easily is the male equivalent of a slut.
ALWAYS be the prize for her to win (make sure you rig the game).
NEVER chase a bitch......
LOL! I would like to say that not ALL women appreciate nothing...^_~ However the rest I completely
agree with, though I understand there are probably exceptions, this would be the rule...

Still enjoying and using GoA. My average dose is 2-3 drops. 2 is plenty, but sometimes that 3rd one
just sneaks out! Good to see all the great posts on this, thanks everyone for sharing and keep it
coming!
BarefootOxford - September 14, 2017, 2:38 pm

(09-13-2017 8:23 PM)NuTrix Wrote: &nbsp;LOL! I would like to say that not ALL women appreciate
nothing...^_~ However the rest I completely agree with, though I understand there are probably
exceptions, this would be the rule...
Naturally! Generalizations are only general, and there will be exceptions. Shamrocks all have three
leaves. Except the ones that have four.
Three-Four-Zero - September 14, 2017, 10:43 pm

55M newbie here. I tried out the GOA that I received in the mail yesterday. I am a Caucasion. I put
on 3 drops. Wrist, elbow and neck. My GOA is unscented. I used Spicebomb as a cover scent.
At my wife's request I had to deliver some books to a very attractive 40 yr old White female who is
married. I knocked on the door to deliver the books. It had just started raining lightly 5 minutes
early. As I gave her the books she suggested I step in for a moment to get out of the rain. I was
under the eave of the roof and not getting wet!!! I accepted her invitation. I did not close the door all
the way so as to give a signal I was not staying very long or planning to come in any further to the
house. Her dog ran outside through the open door and into the rain. I thought that might happen but
I was keeping that door open and was willing to apologize on the spot rather than close it. Total
silence...... Strange, I thought but no apology needed so that was fine..... She was in my cloud and I
knew it. She started throwing body language unconsciously. I always look women in the eye when I
talk with them and I have a reassuring smile. While I was talking she started playing with her hair.
She then asked me a question that I had to think about for a second. I did one of those pauses
where you look up toward the ceiling while stroking my 10 day "beard". When I looked back at her
she was staring at me. What was more surprising is that she had put some of her long dark brown
hair into her mouth and was slowly pulling it across her lips!!!!! It was like she was in a trance. She
caught me looking at her mouth and quickly let her hair go as I answered the question. I have never
seen a woman do that in my presence before.
I thought to myself "That was fun, now it is time to get the heck out of Dodge!!" I quickly ended the
conversation and left.
ducklingswan - September 15, 2017, 6:14 am

(09-14-2017 5:43 PM)Three-Four-Zero Wrote: &nbsp;55M newbie here. I tried out the GOA that I
received in the mail yesterday. I am a Caucasion. I put on 3 drops. Wrist, elbow and neck. My GOA
is unscented. I used Spicebomb as a cover scent.
At my wife's request I had to deliver some books to a very attractive 40 yr old White female who is
married. I knocked on the door to deliver the books. It had just started raining lightly 5 minutes
early. As I gave her the books she suggested I step in for a moment to get out of the rain. I was
under the eave of the roof and not getting wet!!! I accepted her invitation. I did not close the door all
the way so as to give a signal I was not staying very long or planning to come in any further to the

house. Her dog ran outside through the open door and into the rain. I thought that might happen but
I was keeping that door open and was willing to apologize on the spot rather than close it. Total
silence...... Strange, I thought but no apology needed so that was fine..... She was in my cloud and I
knew it. She started throwing body language unconsciously. I always look women in the eye when I
talk with them and I have a reassuring smile. While I was talking she started playing with her hair.
She then asked me a question that I had to think about for a second. I did one of those pauses
where you look up toward the ceiling while stroking my 10 day "beard". When I looked back at her
she was staring at me. What was more surprising is that she had put some of her long dark brown
hair into her mouth and was slowly pulling it across her lips!!!!! It was like she was in a trance. She
caught me looking at her mouth and quickly let her hair go as I answered the question. I have never
seen a woman do that in my presence before.
I thought to myself "That was fun, now it is time to get the heck out of Dodge!!" I quickly ended the
conversation and left.
Story is so funny that it seems unrealistic!
Let us know how it goes if you ever see her again
Three-Four-Zero - September 15, 2017, 10:47 am

(09-15-2017 1:14 AM)ducklingswan Wrote: &nbsp;Story is so funny that it seems unrealistic!
Let us know how it goes if you ever see her again
I can understand your skepticism. Let me fill in a few more details.
This woman in question is a very nice human being. My family and hers have been friends for
years. Our families interact several times a week. I was planning on testing GOA that day and
already had it on. My original plans that day was to run errands. Right before I was leaving is when
my wife asked me to drop off the books. I suggested dropping them off at a neutral location. Wife
tells me to just go to the house. I was afraid something like the above scenario might happen. I was
mentally prepared however.
What I want to get across is that I am not a "typical" mone user, whatever that means. Men, we
respond to looks, we all know that. Women??? Everyone says they are so complicated. Not true.
There is a reason they have to always be in a relationship. As you guys know, they need us more
than we need them.
Over the last 2 weeks I have witnessed with my own eyes how pheromones affect the female
physiology. I believe they hit them like a ton of bricks. I can see how a man could get into a lot of
"trouble" if he was so inclined.
I purposely did not pick a "sexual" mone. Thank goodness for that in my case!!!!! I will be more
careful in the future about who I wear mones' around! I may in fact stop using them altogether...but
not just yet.
Now, did I tell you the story about the college girl at the Dutch Bros drive through?? Ya know, when
I went to get a coffee right after I dropped the books off...
Snoopyace - September 15, 2017, 4:25 pm

Just a heads up, pheromones like GOA can cause quite a bit of comfort which to a lot of women
translates to attraction and sexual interest. Not 'sexual' in what we think of as the traditional sense
of the word but it really can be very sexual.
ducklingswan - September 22, 2017, 6:14 am

(09-15-2017 11:25 AM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;Just a heads up, pheromones like GOA can
cause quite a bit of comfort which to a lot of women translates to attraction and sexual interest. Not

'sexual' in what we think of as the traditional sense of the word but it really can be very sexual.
Adding on to Snoopyace's post, even if you rarely or don't interact with women that you see at a
daily basis, GOA will cause lot of women to develop crushy feelings for you. For example, if you sit
next to women week after week, she will translate it to attraction and sexual interest.
i.e. this refers to work, school, or places where you see the same people
cpwhite - February 3, 2018, 9:22 pm

GOA application question - As this comes in an oil based formula would it be best to apply a cover
over or under it to help dispersion or is none needed?
I realize this might be a new question, apologies if so. I'm receiving this product (hopefully) by
Monday and will Journal my results.
Thanks.
Snoopyace - February 3, 2018, 9:26 pm

(02-03-2018 4:22 PM)cpwhite Wrote: &nbsp;GOA application question - As this comes in an oil
based formula would it be best to apply a cover over or under it to help dispersion or is none
needed?
I realize this might be a new question, apologies if so. I'm receiving this product (hopefully) by
Monday and will Journal my results.
Thanks.
A lot of people put the cover scent over the top but I prefer to apply the cover then the photos.
DrChocolate - February 4, 2018, 3:23 am

(02-03-2018 4:26 PM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;A lot of people put the cover scent over the top but
I prefer to apply the cover then the photos.
Am with Snoopy on this one. I prefer Cover first and then mones on top of the cover as well. But it's
different to different people.

